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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

IntheWesternArctic,granulardepositsforroadbuildingandotherconstruction
needs are scarce and generally small. Much of the granular material is derived from glacial
andpost-glacialsandandgraveldeposits.Buriedice,presentinmost
of these deposits,
further limits recoverable reserves and
poses logistical and environmental problems unique to
cold northern regions,
The volumes of granular material extracted prior to 1970 were small, but during the
1970's and 1980's there was a substantial increase in demand by the oil and gas industry and
local communities. In response to this demand several studies of potential granular sources
wereundertaken,bybothgovernment
and privateagencies,andsomedepositswere
exploited.
Unexpected problems associated with thew extraction activities resulted in inefficient
use of the granular resources, wasted effort and unnecessary environmental damage. Some
depositsselected for developmentwerenotfullyutilizedandothersproveduneconomic
because of thick overburden coveror unsuitable aggregate. Melting of buried ice, exposed by
extraction activities in someof the borrow pits, resulted in surface disturbances and flooding
of the pit which limited access ta the remaining granular material. Drainage from some of
these ice rich pits entered adjacent natural waterbodies.
Many of the abandoned borrow pits
are visually unattractive because they lack vegetation, have steep slopes not in keeping with
the natural landscape and are marked by irregular water filled depressions.
UndertheInuvialuitFinalAgreement[IFA],signedbetweentheGovernment
of
Canada and the Inuvialuit in 1984, ownership of most of the accessible granular deposits in
the Western Arctic Region was transferred to the Inuvialuit. Management of this resource is
now the responsibility of the Inuvialuit Land Administration [ILAJ in consultation with local
groups such as the Community Corporations and Hunters and Trappers Associations.
To implementtherequirements
of the IFA andprovideformoreefficient
development of the resource, the Government of Canada set up a granular materials project
designatedas Task 7-SandandGravelInventories.Theobjectives
of thisprojectareto
determinethe 20 yeardemands for granularmaterial,provide an inventory of potential
sources, determine the quality and quantity at the more promising deposits andform a plan
for reservationanddevelopment
of thegranularmaterial.Severalstudies
of granular
resources in the Inuvialuit Settlement Region have
been conducted as a part of this project.
The reports on granular deposits are detailed and technical in nature because such
information is required to determine which deposits are suitable for development and how
theycanbedevelopedtomaximizerecoveries,while
at thesametimeminimizing
environmentaldamage,However,most
of thecommunityrepresentativescalled upon to
approve development plansdo not have scientificor technical training andare unable to fully
utilize these reports. As a result the Inuvialuit are not always able to direct development of
the granular deposits, and some control is left in the hands of the borrow pit operators and
non-resident scientific experts,
For the Inuvialuit to effectively manage the granular resources of the Inuvialuit
Settlement Regionit is critical that they be able touse the reports on granular deposits. This
manual was prepared to serve as a guide to help people with limited technical background
make usethese reports.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
This manual is designed to help people with limited technical training use reports on
granular deposits in the Inuvialuit Settlement Region. It describes, in laymans language and
with the use of illustrations, how to interpret the technical datain these reports. Environmental
protectionmeasuresandmonitoringproceduresrecommended
for borrowpitoperationsin
northernclimateconditions are alsodiscussed.The
focus is on sand and gravel sources of
granular
construction
materials
because
these
deposits
present
unique
logistical
and
environmental problems not encountered in bedrock sources of granular materials. Off-shore
sources of granular materialare not discussed,
Although extensive, the manualis easy to use. It is divided into sections thatcan be used
independently and, throughout, the reader
is referred to other partsof the manual or other reports
that provide additional information. Figures, photographs and tables
are used extensively for
demonstration. These illustrations, together with their captions, can be
used independently of
the text to understandthebasics
of borrowpitexploration,development
and restoration.
Technical terms commonlyused in reports on granular depositsare presented, together with their
definitions, at the end
of the report,
This study is a part of the Inuvialuit Final Agreement Implementation Program: Task
7Sand and Gravel Inventories and was authorized under contract number A7 134-2-0070/01-ST.
The scientific authorityfor the project is R. J. Gowan, Geotechnical Advisor, Natural Resources
and Environment Branch, Indian and Northern Affairs Canada. The manual was prepared
by
F. J. Thompson of Ottawa, Ontario.
InuvialuitLandAdministration[ILA]staffandcommunityrepresentativesprovided
ideas and suggestions that formed the bases for this manual, Particular thanks go to Charles
Klingenberg and William Grubenof the ILA in Tuktoyaktuk, Denis Thrasher and Vince Teddy
of the Community Corporation in Tuktoyaktuk, Jane Bicknell of the ILA in Inuvik and Joey
Amos of the Hunters and Trappers Associationin Inuvik. Their cooperation and assistance was
critical to the success of the project. The manual was improved by the suggestions of A. Judge
and G. Brooks of the Geological Surveyof Canada, who actedas critical reviewers.

2.0

GENERAL GEOLOGY

2.1 Introduction
In this section, the geological setting of granular deposits in the Inuvialuit Settlement
Region [ISR] and the sediment types commonly encountered are discussed. This discussion is
general in nature and the reports on granular deposits should be used to determine the geological
setting of any specific deposit.

2.2 Geology of Granular Deposits
Granular construction material in the ISR is derived from bedrock or from glacial and
post-glacial sand and gravel deposits. Bedrock sources of granular materials are notdiscused in
this manual. Glacial deposits were formed about 10,OOO to 13,000 years ago when glaciers that
of rock debris.Someofthis
coveredthe ISR melted.Theseglacierscarriedhugevolumes
debris was deposited in lakes and streams that formed to accommodate water released by the
melting glacier and some was deposited directly from the glacier with no sorting action from
streams are nowdry or much smaller. Post-glacial deposits
water.Manyoftheselakesand
formed in lakes and streams that continued
to exist after the glaciers melted.
The suitability of glacial and post-glacial deposits as sources of granular construction
material is dependent primarily on the type of rock fragments they contain, and by the sorting
during deposition[see Sections 5 and 7.21. These deposits include:

Till
Thisismaterialthatwascarriedbytheglacieranddepositeddirectly
without further sorting. It is commonly an unsorted mix of material from large
3 inched76 millimetres]
boulders to fine silt and clay. The larger stones [over
and a high percentage of fine material [less than 0.003 inched0.076 millimetres]
are undesirable for most construction applications, and is
tilloften unsuitableas a
source of granular material in theISR.

'

Glaciofluvial Deposits
Glaciofluvial depositsare formed in meltwater streams flowing at or near
the edge ofthe glacier. Due to the sorting action of the stream these deposits are
commonlycomposedprimarily of sandandgravelsizedparticles
[0.003 to 3
inches] and can provide granular material suitable for road building and other
construction applications, The geological terms applied to these deposits [kame,
121 reflectgeological
esker,terrace,delta,glaciofluvialoutwash--seeSection
setting during deposition.
These deposits commonly occur in small hills and broad plateaus
a few
metres above the surrounding land [Illustration11, The hilly nature of the land is,
in part, causedby melt of erratically distributed ice that was
buried under the sand
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1
and gravel, Granular deposits suitable for development are more commony in
hills than in low areas because the granular material is generally thicker in high
areasandbecausehighwelldrainedareasprovidefewercomplications
for
areas [see Section 8 and
borrowpitoperationsthanlowpoorlydrained
Illustration 171,

Glaciolacustrine and Glaciomarine Deposits
Glaciolacustrine and glaciomarine deposits
are formed in glacial lakes and
Oceans respectively. Deposits formed along the shoreline of these waterbodies
are commonly composed of sand and gravel sized particles due to sorting by
wave action. These glacial beach deposits often
occur as well drained ridges,
for roadbuildingandother
which can providegranularmaterialsuitable
in thesewaterbodies are
constructionapplications.Depositsformedoff-shore
commonly fine sand, silt and clayand do not generally provide granular material
suitable for road building and other construction applications. Off-shore sources
of granular material are not discussed
in this manual.

Post-Glacial Deposits
Some granular deposits in the ISR formed in streams and beaches that
post-date,and are unrelatedto,glacialactivity.
These depositsaresimilar in
character to those formed in glacial
streams and beaches.

2.3 Materials Encountered in Granular Deposits
The materials commonly encounteredin or associated with granular deposits in the ISR
are shown in Illustration 1 anddiscussedbelow.Uneconomic
fine grainedsedimentsand
organics that overlie granular deposits
are called overburden.

Organics
Some deposits are nearly bare of vegetation but in most parts of the ISR
organic materialforms a thin but nearly continuous coverat surface. The organic
materialincludeslivingvegetationsuchasmossandshrubsanddecaying
vegetation such as peat.
Whenglacialdepositsformedtherewasnovegetationcoverandall
organics at surface have developed within the last
13,000 years. The amount and
as
type of organicmaterialandvegetation
is dependentonfactorssuch
topographic situation, climate conditions, drainage, type of sediment at surface
andlengthoftimesincethesurfacewaslastdisturbedbynatural
or human
activity.

Sand and gravel
Coarse grainedsedimentssuchassandandgravelweredeposited
streams andbeaches.Granulardeposits
primarily in glacialandpost-glacial
commonly consistof several different layersof sand and gravel.
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Silt and clay
Fine grained sediments suchas silt and clay were deposited in glacial and
post glacial lakes and oceans or in slaw flowing parts of streams. Layers of silt
and clay often occur within granular deposits.
Ice
Ice,rangingfromscattered crystals tomassiveconcentrations of pure
clean ice, is commonly present in granular deposits in theISR . Where it occurs
as scattered crystals or small pockets of ice within organic material or sediments
it is called the ice contentor moisture content. Pure ice or ice containing minor
amounts of sand and silt commonly occurs in granular deposits
as wedges, lenses
or layers called massive iceor ground ice. These vary from a few millimetres to
tens of metres in thickness and can be several hundred metres across. Large ice
bodies may be either remains of the glacier that were buried and have not melted
or icethatformedin-placeafter
the sandandgravelwasdeposited.Icein
granular deposits is discussed in Sections
5.2,8 and 10.3.
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Illustration 1-”aterials Encountered in Granular Deposits
This is a sideviewof a vertical slice through a hillshowingsomeofthematerials
commonly encountered in granular deposits in the Inuvialuit Settlement Region [ISR]. The hill
is about 500 metres across,3.5 metres above the surrounding lowland and is composed primarily
of gravel with some sand layers. Organics are thin and discontinuous on the hill, but thicker in
low areas. Silt overlies gravel on the right [east] side of the hill. Fine sand and massive ice
underlie the gravel.
This fictitiousgranular deposit is usedfor demonstration throughout the manual and is followed
through stages of exploration, development and restoration [see Illustrations
2, 11, 12, 13, 17,
18, 20, 21, 223. These illustrations are stylized for demonstration purposes and not necessarily
true to scale.
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3.0 EXPLORATION FOR GRANULAR MATERIAL
3.1 Introduction
Information on surface and subsurface conditions
is essential to develop strategiesfor the
exploitationofgranulardepositsthat
are costeffective,maximizerecoveriesandminimize
environmental damage, The use of aerial photographs,surfaceandsubsurfaceexploration
surveys, and laboratory tests to evaluate granular deposits
is discussed in Sections 3 through 7.
The amount and type of exploration conducted is not the same in all parts of the ISR.
Evaluation of granular deposits is more extensive and more detailed in the Tuktoyaktuk and
Inuvik areas, where there hasbeen demand for high quality granular materialby the oil and gas
industry, than it is in other puts of the ISR. Exploration drilling is expensive and it is not
always practical to conduct large drilling programs.
It is recommendedin"EnvironmentalGuidelinesPitsandQuarries"[MacLaren
Plansearch, 19893 that, to evaluate subsurface conditions, drill holes shouldbe no more than 50
metres apart. Drill holes should also be extended a minimum of 2 metres below the planned
base of the borrow pit and through any massive ice encountered to determine the extent of ice
that could be exposed to thaw when the granular material is removed. In the ISR, test pits or
drill holes 100 metres apartare commonly considered adequate to evaluate subsurface conditions
and guide borrow pitdevelopment.However,
in someareaswherepreliminaryexploration
suggests that subsurface conditions
do not vary substantially or that logistical and environmental
problems are not expected, ground surveys and test pits or more widely spaced drill holes are
sometimes considered adequate.
Granular deposits that have not been fully evaluated prior to exploitation may present
problems because the amount and grade
of the material may notbe up to expectations, extraction
may be more difficult than expected or thick overburden cover may prevent accessto some of
the granular material. Furthermore, undetected buried
ice in the deposit may present unexpected
logistical and environmental problems.
3.2 Factors Affecting Economic Viability of Granular Deposits

Distance from the community
and ease of access.
Topographic setting and drainage.
Amount of granular material.
Quality ofthe granular material.
Thickness of the overburden cover.
Moisture contentof the sediments.
Location and amountof buried massive ice.
Environmental concerns.
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3.3 Preliminary Studies
Beforegroundsurveys
are attempted,aerialphotographsandgeologicalreports
are
studied to identify areas that may contain suitable granular material. Areas are selected
by their
topographic features [some features such as ridges and plateaus can contain granular material]
and other geological considerations. On-site investigationsare conducted during the summerin
the more promising areas. At this stage any natural exposures are studied and test pits may be
excavated. If this work indicates that the areais likely to contain suitable volumes and quality
of
granular material, further test pitting or exploration drilling
may be conducted.
3.4 Evaluating Subsurface Conditions

Naturalexposures,testpitsandexplorationdrilllogsallprovideanopportunityto
evaluate subsurface conditions. These exploration methods are demonstrated
in Illustration 2
and discussed below,

Natural exposures
Natural exposures occur on slopes, commonly wherewater [along a river
bank or at a beach] has cut back into the sediments. These exposures
can provide
an excellent 2 dimensionalview of thedeposit.Illustration
3, Photograph 1
shows a typical natural exposure.
Advantages
0
Commonly provides a view of a larger area than a single test
pit or drill hole.
0
Sediments are intactand it is possible to observe detailed
features suchas thin layers of sediment.
0
Relatively inexpensive means to examine buried sediments.

Disadvantages
Does not provide a true picture of ice content [any buried ice
will have melted].
0
Only available in a few locations.
Test pits
Multiple test pits can provide a good viewof the near surface sediments.
Pits are generally excavated during the summer when
the surface material has
thawed. Illustration 3, Photograph 2 shows a test pit being excavated by shovel.
In some cases a bulldozer
is used to open a larger pit and provide a3 dimensional
view ofthe deposit.

Advantages
rn Sediments areintactand
it ispossibletoobservedetailed
features suchas thin layersof sediment,
Relatively inexpensive means to examine buried sediments.
0

Disadvantages
It is difficult to penetratefrozen ground and depth of test pits is
often limited to the depth of summer
thaw [less than 2 metres],
0
Test pits do not always provide a reliable test of ice content or
extent of overburden.Theyarecommonlyexcavatedwhere
is exposed at surface, becausedepth of
sandandgravel
summerthaw isdeepestwhere
there is no organic cover,
Overburden cover and ice content may
be greater in otherparts
of the study area.

Drill holes
Exploration drilling in the ISR is generally conducted with an auger drill.
Sediments are brought to surfacealongtheoutside"screw"oftheauger.
An
exploration drill is shown in Illustration3, Photograph 3.

Advantages
0
Depth of penetration is not limited by depth of thaw and holes
can be drilled deep enough to determine the full thickness
of
overburden, granular material and buried ice.
Location of test sites is not controlled by surface materials and
suitablyspaceddrillholes
can provides a more accurate,
evaluation of the extent of overburden, granular material and
buried icethan tests pits or natural exposures.
Providesamorereliableevaluation
of icecontentinthe
sediments than tests pits or natural exposures.
Disadvantages
rn Sediments are disturbedbythedrillingprocessand
it isnot
as thinlayers of
possibletoobservedetailedfeaturessuch
sediment or ice.
0
Providesaview of a muchsmallerarea[thediameter
of the
drill rod] than test pitsor natural exposures.
Relatively expensive means to examine buried sediments.

A

A’

Illustration 2--Evaluating Subsurface Conditions
In our examplefromIllustration
1, subsurfaceconditionsarestillunknown.
Previous review of geological reports and aerial photographs has indicated that this hill
may contain granular material.
Forthe first stageofon-siteexploration,thehillisexaminedusing
a natural
exposure, a test pit and a drill hole. The test pit, 2 metres across by 1.5 metres deep, is
excavated where thereis no organic material at surface. This provides a good view of the
near surface materials but is not deep enough to determine the full thickness of gravel,
The natural exposure near the lake shore is about
40 metres long and 3 metres deep. It is
deep enough to determine the full thickness of sand and gravel and provides a good view
of the near surface materials. The drill hole isdeep enough to intersect the underlying fine
sand and buried ice.
In this example, the preliminary exploration indicates that there
is good quality
granular material in the hill, but more detailed exploration is required
to determine if it is
an economically viable deposit. Drilling is the most suitable exploration method to further
define subsurface conditions at this site. There are
no other natural exposures, and any test
pits will be limited to the depth of summer thaw [less than
0.6 metres where there is
organic cover at surfaceand 1 to 2 metres where there is no organic cover].
Results of this exploration drilling are shown in Illustrations
11,12 and 13.
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4.0 USING DRILL HOLE LOGS

4.1 Introduction
The information obtained from each drill
hole, natural exposure and test pit
is
log form in the appendixof a report. In this section,use of
commonly presented on a drill
these logsis explained through a series
of examples from these reports,

4.2 Types of Observations in DrillLogs
The buried sedimentsare visually evaluated to determine if the material
is suitable
for road building materialor other construction applications andif it can be economically
extracted. These visual obskrvations are summarized below and discussed in more detail
in Section 4.3.

Type of sediment
The sediments encountered are describedin detail. This information
helps to determineany potential uses of the material.
Type and amount of ice
Thisinformationhelpstodeterminelimitationsonuse
of the
granular material and any potential logistical and environmental problems
associated with borrow pit development[see Sections 8 through lo].

Ice bonding
This is basedondifficultyinpenetratingthesedimentsduring
exploration and indicates potential for difficulties in extracting and using
5.21. Sediments may be called poorly
the granular material [see section
bonded or friable [easyto penetrate] or hard bonded [difficult to penetrate].
4.3 Interpreting Drill Log Forms

A standard formatis generally used to provide a consistent way to describe ground
terms usedtodescribethesizeof
particles are show in
conditions.Standardized
Illustration 4. The Modified Unified Classification System for Soils [Illustration 51 and
Ground Ice ClassificationTable [Illustration 61 are generally used to describe the materials
encountered in granular deposits,
The presentation of data and the types of drill log forms used are not the same in
every report. Examples of drilllogsfromtwodifferentreportsarepresentedin
Illustrations 7A to 7E. Mostreportscontain an explanation of theformat,termsand
symbols used which should be consulted for more specific
infomation.
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Type of Size
Material Range

Grain Size
Drawn to Actual Scale
Too Large for
Demonstration Purposes

More than
Boulder

8 inches
203 mllllmetres

Pebble

3 ta 8 In.
70 to 203 mm

Too Large for
Demonstration Purposes

Coarse
Gravel
Fine
Gravel

.19 to .75 in.
4.75 to 10 mm

Coarse
Sand

.O8 to .lo in.
2.0 to 4.75 mm

Medium
Sand

,017 to .O8 ln.
.425 to 2.0 mm

Fine
Sand
Fines
(silt & clay)

.

.O03to .O17 In.
.O76 to .425 mm I

Less than
0.003Inches
0.076 mlllimetres

Too small to be seen wlth the unalded eye.
When wet, silt andclay are generally muddy.
When dty,silt Is generally dusty andclay
forms a hard crust.

Illustration 4--AGraphic Illustrationof Sand andGravel Sized Grains
The terms used to describe particle size are standardized as demonstrated in this figure.
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Illustration 5--The Modified Unified Classification Systemfor Soils
In most reports, the Modified Unified Classification Systemfor Soils is used to describe
buried sediments encounteredin granular deposits. It provides a standard setof abbreviations to
replace a more lengthy description. A letter designation is given to the different materials [see
group symbol column]. The first letter of this designation refers to type [G for gravel, S for
sand, M for silt, C for clay, Pt for organics]. For clean sand and gravel the second letter of this
designation refers to the grading [W for well graded, P for poorly graded]. For dirty sands and
gravelsthesecondletterrefers
to thetype of fines [M for silty, C for clayey, IF for
undifferentiated fines],
Sands and gravels are definedas less than 50% fines by weight. If the course part of the
sample [part courser than fines] is more than half gravel sized particles the material is called
gravel, if the come fraction is more than half sand sized particles it is called sand. Sands and
gravels are called clean if they are less than 12% fines and dirty if more than 12% fines. Silts
and clays are defined as morethan 50% fines by weight. The distinction between silts and clays
is based on plasticity [how easily the material will flow when wet], which is determined by
laboratory testing. Grading is explained in Section 5.3 and Illustration 10.
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GROUND ICE CLASSIFICATIONS
CATEGORY

NON-VISIBLB ICE

VISIBLE ICELESS THAN
ONE INCH THICK

1 1
s

GROUP SUBGROUP GRAPHIC
SYMBOL SYMBOL SYMBOL

DESCRIPTION

N

V

KIM OR 1RRBOUtAM.Y ORIBNI'BD
W PORMATIONS

R DlSTlNClLYORENTEE

ICB (IREAlER THAN ONE INCHTHICK
WITH SOIL INCLUSIONS

VISIBLE ICE GREATER
THAN ONE INCH THICK

ICE

ICB ORBATGR THAN ONE INCH
THICK WlTHOlJT SOIL INCLUSIONS

ICE

NOTE: 1. OF sipifies unfrozen gnund.
2. FNF signifia8 that it was not possibk to daamine whether thc gmnd WOJ froztn,oc unfrozen during drilling.

Illustration 6--The Ground Ice Classification Table
In mostreports,the
Ground IceClassificationTableisused
to describe the ice
encounteredingranulardeposits.
A graphic symbol andletterdesignationisgiventothe
differenttypes of ice [see group and subgroup symbolcolumns].The
firstletter of this
designation indicates if the ice can be seen with the unaided eye [N for frozen soil with no
visible ice and V for visible ice less than one inch thick]. Where ice is not visible the second
letter of this designation refers to how hard the material is [f for poorly bonded, bn for well
bonded, be for well bonded soil with excess ice]. Where ice is visible the second letter of this
designation refersto distribution of the ice.
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Illustration 74nterpreting Drill Log Forms
Drill log forms are used to present the data collected in natural exposures, test pits and
7A to 7E demonstrate how tointerprettheselogs(seeover).The
drillholes.Illustrations
format used is not the consistent between reports and therefore, examples from two different
reports are usedin each illustration.
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?A-I
1

7A-2
..

..

Illustration 'IA=-InterpretingDrill Log Forms---Depth and Sample Location
Depth fiom ground surfaceis generally presented on the left side of the log. The type and location of samples
collected is shown on the right side if the log. In example 7A-2, the legend for sample type is at the top of the log.
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7B-1
I

7B-2

: r.. .,
_.

Hhstration 7ELInterpreting Drill Log Forms---Written Description
The written description of buried sediments is based on the Modified Unified CIassifcation System for Soils.

In example 7B-1,the letter designath derived from the Unified Classification System is shown in the "soil goup
symbol" column. In example 7B-2the Unified Classification is included with the written description, and this let&er
designation capitalized onIy where it has been confirmed by laboratory tests.
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7C-1

7C-2

Illustration ‘IC--Interpreting Drill
Log Forms---Graphic Log
A graphic log is generallypresented to the left of thewrittendescription.
The symbols used to indicate
sediment type are commonly based on the Modified Unified Classification System for Soils but they are not always
consistent between different reports.
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Iilustration 7E--Interpreting DrillLug Forms---Laboratory Tests
Results of some of the laboratorytests are recordedon the logs [laboratory testsare discussed in Section 51. In
example 7E-1,moisture content for each sample analyzedis recorded in the column "other information" [w=moisture
this can be found in the reportis noted in the
content]. Grain size analysis is not recorded but page reference where
column "other information". In example 7E-2,grain size analysis is presented in the column " M CIce Type and
Grain Size" on the right sideof the log. Moisture contentis presented in a graphic format on the left sideof the Iog
[M.C. refers to moisture content].

Moisture content is reported as 5% water by weight of dry sampIe and is not the same as the visual estimate of
ice content whichis 96 ice by voIume of soil and ice combined.
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5.0 LABORATORY TESTS

5.1 Introduction
Visual evaluation of sediments does not provide enough information to fully evaluate
granular deposits. Samples are sent for laboratory tests to help determine potential uses of the
granular material. The tests commonly used are summarized in Illustration 8 and discussed in
more detail below. These tests are used to determine potential uses of the granular material as
discussed in Section7.2,
5.2 Moisture Content

This test isused to determine how much water is contained withthe granular materialby
measuring weight loss when the sample isdried.. With the exception of samples collected near
surface during the summer,ground temperatures are below freezing and the moisture is present
asice.Visualestimates
of ice content are generallyincludedonthedrilllogs
as shownin
Illustration 7D. Visual estimates of ice content are reported volume percent
ice by combined
volume of soil and ice, and are generally lessthan moisture content which is reported as weight
percent moistureby weight of dry sample.
Moisture contents in excess of 10% presents problems for both extraction and use of
granular material [see SectionSI. Frozen sediments, particularly fine sand, with a high moisture
content are hard bonded and difficult to extract. Thaw
of previously permanently frozenice rich
sediments or massive ice may cause surface disturbances and floodingof the borrow pit which
can affect the quality of, and limit access to, unextracted granular material. Granular material
with a high moisture content is sometimes unsuitable for fill or for road building because the
material could become wet and unstable
as the ice melts. Granular material witha high moisture
content is commonly stockpiled and permitted
to thaw and drain before is
it used.
Moisture content in granular deposits is dependent on thetype of material, topographic
areas which
considerations and depth from surface. Ice content is generally low in well drained
thaw during the summer, In low poorly drained a r a s and in permanently frozen ground, ice
content is generally higher making
the material more difficult toextract.

5.3 Grain Size Analysis
Grain size analysis is oneof the most important tests used to evaluate granular material.
The sample is passed through a series of screens to separate it into different size fractions. The
amount of material in each of the different size ranges
is reported as weight % of the whole
sample. The results are presented on a graph as shown in Illustration9.
Sediments composed primarily of sand and gravel sized grains make the best quality
granular material [see Illustration 41. A large proportion of fines are undesirable because they
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hold water which can lead to frost heaving and thaw slumping. Cobbles and boulders [stones
over 3 inches] are also undesirable for most applications.
Grading, determined by grain size analysis tests, is the range of grain sizes within a
sample, Deposits are referred to as well graded or poorly graded material as demonstrated in
Illustration 10. Well graded granular material can be used to build
a stable platfonn. Poorly
graded material is more likely to shift or compact and cannot be used to build a strong pad to
support heavy structures,

5.4 Petrographic Analysis
The type of rock fragments that make up sand and gravel deposits
can affect the quality
of the granular material. Some rock fragments such as quartzite, granite andhard sandstone are
resistant to physical abrasion and chemical attack and make good quality granular construction
material. Rocks such as dolomite, shale, ironstone and soft sandstone
are more easily broken
down into smaller fragments and therefore can have a negative impact
on the quality of granular
material,
For petrographic analysis, the pebblesare visually evaluated and the rock types classified
according to their resistance to physical abrasion and chemical attack. The results are reported
as the petrographic number [PN]for the sample. This is determinedby mathematical calculation
based on type and amountof the different rock fragments. Granular material with aPN of less
than 160 is suitable for most construction purposes.
5.5 Tests to Determine Suitabilityof Granular Material for Concrete Aggregate

Concrete is about 60-80% granular material and therefore its properties are affected by
thecharacteristicsof the granularmaterial. To besuitableformakingconcreteaggregate,
granular material must be well graded, have a low fines content, low moisture content and low
PN. When grain size analysis, moisture content tests and petrographic analysis indicate that the
material may be of suitablequality the followingadditional tests may be conducted. It is
generally necessaryto test only a few samples
[see Illustration 81 or to test bulk samples [several
samples combined to determine an average for the deposit rather than provide site specific
information] because suitabilityof granular material for concrete aggregate is in part dependent
on factors,such as the types of rock fragments inthe deposit, thatdo not vary substantially from
site to site throughout the granular deposit.
Thefollowingtests are designed to determine howwellthegranularmaterialwill
perform as concrete aggregate, They are done to specific laboratory standards. It is not critical
to know how they are done or to be able to read the laboratory reports. It is important to know
why the tests are done and how theyare used to determine potential usesof the granular material
[see also Section7.23. The testsare discussed below.
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Los Angeles AbrasionTest
This test is used to determine how resistant the granular material is to
physicalabrasion.Thegravelfraction
of the sample is run through a small
grinding mill designed to simulate conditions
it would be subjected to in the
making of concrete. The results are reported as a 96 of the gravel fraction that
breaksdownintosmallerparticles.Granularmaterialwith
a Los Angeles
Abrasion loss of less than35% is suitable for making concrete aggregate.

Sulphate Soundness
This test is designed to determine how resistant the
granular material is to
weathering. To simulate natural weathering conditions the gravel fraction of the
sample is placed in a sulphate solution. The results are reported as the % of the
samplebrokendownbythesulphatesolutionduring
aset priod of time.
Granular material with a soundness loss of less than 12% is suitable for making
concrete aggregate.
Alkali-Aggregate Reactivity
Chemicalreactionbetweencementand
granular materialcancause
deterioration of concrete.Forthistest
a piece of concretemadeusingthe
granular material is placed in an alkali solution for a time period of 3 months to
one year. Excessive expansion of the concrete indicates thatthe granular material
are sometimes
maynot be suitable making concreteaggregate.Theresults
reported as innocuous[nounfavorablereaction]ordeleterious[unfavorable
reaction].
Bulk specific gravity
Specific gravity is a ratio of the density [mass per unit volume] of the
granular material relative to water. Granular material with a relatively low bulk
specific gravity maynot be suitable for uses such as concrete or riprap.

Absorption
Some particles in granular material can absorb water into pore spaces.
For this test the granular material is immersed in water. The amount of water
absorbedisreportedasweight
96 increase. A high % of moistureabsorbed
indicates potentialfor freeze-thaw degradationof concrete.
Organic impurities
Granular material that contains organics, such as peat
or other fine woody
material, may not be suitable for making concrete. The organic impurities test
provides an approximatemeasureoftheamountoforganicsin
the granular
material, If the deposit is found to contain organic material, furthertests may be
required to determine if the granular material is suitable for making concrete,
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Illustration 8--LaboratoryTests Employed to Evaluate Granular Material.
This is a summary of some of the tests commonly used to evaluate granular material in
the ISR. The number of tests required is only a general guideline and is dependent on factors
such as the typeof deposit and amountof exploration conducted.
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Illustration 9--Grain Size Analysis
For this laboratory test, the sample
is passed through a series of screens to separate
it into
different sized particles [particle size
is shown in Illustration 41. The amountof material ineach
sizerangeisreported
as aweight % of the wholesample.Thisinformationisgenerally
presented on a graphas shown in this illustration. The horizontal scale on the top and bottomis
grain size. The vertical scale to the left side is the proportion of the sample finer than the size
indicated. The steeper the slope of the graph, the more uniform the grain size of the sample.
The further the graphis to right, the finer the grain size
of the sample.
On the graph in this illustration, 100% of the sample is finer than 1.5 inches indicating
thatthere are nolargestones[cobbles] in thesample.Readingdownthegraphalongthe
boundary between fine sand and silt indicates that 16% of the sample is finer than sand and
classified as fines. In the summary box, below the graph, is a written listof what percentage of
the sample is in each of the main grain size p u p s . Using the Modified Unified Classification
System for Soils this sample would be called
GP and couldbe described as sand and gravel with
some fines.
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Illustration 10--Well Gradedand Poorly Graded Granular Material
Well graded granular material [A] is a complete mix of grain sizes. This forms a stable
base for construction purposes because smaller particles fill the spaces between larger particles
minimizing any potential for Compaction. Poorly graded material [BI is mostly one grain size,
or has an unequal mix of grain sizes [in this example dominantly gravel sized particles]. Poorly
graded material is more likely to shift or compact because spaces between grains are not filled,
Therefore, poorly graded material does notform a strong pad that can be used to support heavy
structures.

The grain size distribution graph for the well graded gravel
shows a smooth curve from
coarse gravel to fine sand. It is 56% gravel, 39% sand and 5% fines, The grain size distribution
for the poorly graded gravel in this example shows a steep slope from coarse gravel to coarse
sand. It is 92%gravel, 5% sand and 3% fines
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6.0 DATA PRESENTATION

6.1 Introduction
The type of information collected and the way it is presented is not the same in all
reports. There are generallymapsshowinglocationandextentofthedeposit.Someof
the
information provided by the exploration program and laboratory testing
is presented in maps and
cross sectionsand/or summarized in tables.
6.2 Location Maps

Location maps are generally presented on a regional topographic map and include the
deposit together with topographic features suchas lakes and streams. The objective of this map
is to show the location
of the deposit relativeto the community and major topographic features,
6.3 Detailed Maps

Detailed maps of granular deposits am commonly presented on a topographic base or
aerial photograph. They are more detailed than the location map and show the deposit
with
location of test pits, sections and drill holes [Illustration
113. Where aerial photographs areused,
tonal differences on the photo may reflect vegetation cover and this can give some indication of
subsurface conditions.
6.4 Cross Sections

A cross section is a side view of a vertical slice of the deposit [Illustration 121. This is
prepared from the data collected at the test pits, natural exposures and drill holes.
Cross sections
are an interpretation of subsurface conditions betweentests sites and are therefore not perfectly
accurate, butthey do providea good way to present this information and to visualize the deposit.
6.5 Isopach Maps

Isopach maps are used to show the thickness of a geological formation [Illustration 131.
They are prepared using data from the test pits, natural exposures and drill hales and generally
base as the detailedmap of thedeposit.Isopachmapsare
an
presentedonthesame
interpretation of this subsurface data and
are therefore not perfectly accurate but they do provide
a good way to present this information and to visualize the deposit. These maps can be used to
show areas, such as those with thick overburden cover or thin extractable material, that maybe
unsuitable for development.
6.6 Tables

Tables are not presented in all reports, but where available they can provide an easy to
use summaryof the important data from the drill logs and laboratory tests.
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Illustration ll--Detailed Plan Map of the Granular Deposit
In our example, from Illustration 2, additional exploration drillingis conducted to further
evaluate subsurface conditions, Illustration 11 is a detailed map showing the size and locationof
the deposit, and the locations of the natural exposure, test pit and drill holes. The north arrow
shows the orientation of the map. The line of cross section A--A' shows the surface location of
the vertical sliceof the depositshown in Illustration 12.
The symbolsused and scale of the mapare explained in the legend.
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Illustration lt--Cross Section of the Granular Deposit

Results of the exploration drilling are presented in this cross section [side view of a
vertical slice through the deposit]. Subsurface conditions between test sites are approximated
based on the information provided at the test sites. Drill holes on 100 metre spacings generally
provide sufficientinformation to guide borrow pit development and restoration.
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Illustration 13--IsopachMap of the Granular Deposit
This is an Isopach map showing the thickness of overburden cover [organics and silt
overlyingthesandandgravel]at
our example granulardeposit. The reported thickness of
overburden is shown beside the test sites. Assumed thickness between test sites is shown by
lines joining points of equal thickness. Overburden cover is thin in the central, north and west
parts of the deposit but exceeds one metre on the east side of the deposit. This map provides a
good visual presentation of a r a s of thick overburden cover where it may be economically
impractical to extract the buried granular material.
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7.0 RESERVES OF GRANULARMATERIAL
7.1 Introduction

Granular reserves are the amountof granular material ina deposit. This is determined by
multiplying surface area of the deposit by average thickness of granular material [Illustration
141. Reserves are commonly subdivided by quality of the material [Section 7.21 and level of
confidence in the estimate
of reserves [Section 7.31,
7.2 Classification of Granular Materials

Data provided in the drill hole logs[Section 41 and by laboratory tests [Section 51 is used
todeterminethequality[class]andpotentialusesofgranularmaterial.Theseclasses
summarized below.

Class 1--Excellent quality material
Gradation
Well graded sand and gravel with less than 5% fines.
Moisturecontent
Ideallylessthan
10% buthighermoisturecontent
cm be
reduced by drying.
Technicalparameters
PN less than 160. Los Angeles Abrasion loss less than 35%.
Sulphate soundness loss [Magnesium Sulphate] less than 12%.
Meets other requirementsof CSA A23.1-1973.
Uses
Portlandcementconcrete,asphalticconcrete,masonrysand,
concrete block, surface treatment and roofing aggregate, This
can be used as high quality surfacing material, but sources of
Class 1 material are scarce in the ISR
and,
therefore,
commonly reserved for making concrete.
Class 2--Good quality material
Gradation
Well graded sand and gravel with less than
10%fines
Moisturecontent
Ideallyless than 10% buthighermoisturecontent
can be
reduced by drying.
Technical parameters
PN less than 200. Los Angeles Abrasion loss less than 60%.
Any finesinexcess of 10% canberemovedwithminimal
processing
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are

Uses
Pads for structures, granular base and sub-base, winter fill for
trenches and slabs. Class 2 material can be used in highway
construction but is commonly resewed as a source of lower
quality concrete aggregateor structural fill.
Class 3--Fair quality material
Gradation
Poorly graded sand and gravelwith less than 20% fines
Moisturecontent
Ideallylessthan
10% buthighermoisturecontentcan
be
reduced by drying.
Technicalparameters
PN less than 250. Canbeprocessedtomeetlocalfrost
susceptibility criteria,
Uses
Pads for equipment, granular sub-base, general backfill. Class
3 material with ahigh fines content is ideal as a road surfacing
material which requires the presence of a binding agent. This
provides fair quality general fill for roads, foundation pads or
lay-down yards.
Class 4--Poor quality material
Gradation
Poorly graded granular materialwith more than 20% fines
Moisture content
Ideallylessthan
10% buthighermoisturecontent
can be
reduced by drying.
Technicalparameters
None, May contain weak particles and deleterious materials.
Uses
General non-structure supporting fill.
Class5-Bedrock,felsenmeer[brokenbedrock
in openarea] and talus
[broken bedrock atbase of a slope]
Bedrock generally requires crushing before it can be used
asgranularmaterial.Crushedbedrock
may provideexcellent
sources of constructionmaterialrangingfromgeneral
fill to
concrete aggregate and erosion control material suchas rip-rap or
armour stone. Quality of thegranularmaterial
is dependent
primarily on the quality
of the rock [see Section 5.41.
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7.3 Confidence Level for Estimates of Granular Reserves

The differencesbetween proven, probable and prospective granular reserves
are shown in
Illustration 15 and discussed below,

Proven
Reserves of granular material are considered to be proven [Illustration15,
Area A] if the distribution, thickness and quality has been tested by ground truth
information such as drilling, test pittingand/or exposed sections. For purposes of
calculating reserves, an area of 50 metres on all sides of a drill holeor test pit is
generally considered proven [withsome adjustments based on how consistent the
type and thickness of granular material is from site to site and other geological
considerations].
Probable
Reserves of granular material are considered to be probable [Illustration
15, Area BI if the distribution, thickness and quality is inferred on the bases of
both direct [drill holes, test pits and/or exposed sections] and indirect evidence
[topographic setting and landform characteristics], Probable reserves reported for
a deposit will include
the proven reserves.

Prospective
Reserves of granular materialare considered to be prospective [Illustration
15, Area Cl if the distribution, thickness and quality is inferred from indirect
evidencesuchasaerialphotographicinterpretation[topographicsettingand
landformcharacteristics]andgeneralgeologicalconsiderations.Prospective
reserves reportedfor a deposit will include the proven and probable reserves,
7.4 Summary of Reserves of Granular Materialin the ISR

Summaries of granular reserves in the ISR are provided in the series of reports titled
"Inuvialuit Settlement Sand and Gravel Inventories and Recommendations for Development"
[EBA, 19871and in "Report on Evaluation of Granular Resource Potential MacKenzie Delta
An example of the EBA presentationisshownin
Region"[Hardy BBT Limited,19911.
Illustration 16.
In reporting prospective reserves there are significant differences between bedrock and
granular sources. It is relatively simple tp speculate on the amount and qualityof material at a
bedrock source and prospective reserves generally become proven
when exploration work is
conducted.However,topographicfeaturessuch
as glaciallandformsthat are consideredto
containprospectivereserves
of granularmaterialoftenturnoutto
be unsuitable for
development.
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Illustration 14--CalculatingReserves of Granular Material

This is an idealized exampleof a deposit with surface dimensionsof 400 by 500 metres.
Surface area is 200,000square metres [500 multiplied 4001. The granular material is 2 metres
thick and therefore reserves are400,000cubic meters [200,000multiplied 21.
In real deposits, it is neither as simple nor exact as show in this example. Deposits are
irregular in outlineand, thickness of granular material is variable.
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Illustration 15-Confidence Level for Estimates of Granular Reserves
Thisisamapofourexampledepositwith
two nearbyhills and demonstratesthe
difference between proven, probable and prospective reserves. For calculating reserves an area
of 50 metres on all sides
of a exposed section, test pitor drill holeis considered proven.
In Area A [our example deposit from Illustration 111, drill holes are about 100 metres
apart. The 50 metre radius circles drawn around all test sites in this example, demonstrate that
thedepositisfullytestedby
the drillholes.Reservesofgranularmaterialareconsidered
proven.

In Area B, there are2 test pits, bothof which intersected granular material. It is expected
the rest of the hill contains similar granular material. To determine reserves, the surface
area of the depositis estimated based on studies of aerial photographs and from topographic and
geological considerations. The thickness and quality of granular material is estimated based on
topographic and geological considerations and from information provided by the test sites in
areas A and B. The granular reserves in this hill are considered probable. Only the reserves
within 50 metres of thetest pits are considered proven.
that

In Area C, there has been no on-site exploration. Interpretation of aerial photographs
indicatesthat this hillissimilarincharacterto
Areas A and B andmaycontaingranular
material, To determine reserves, the surface area of the deposit is estimated based on studies of
aerialphotographsandfromtopographicandgeologicalconsiderations.Thethicknessand
quality of the granular material in the deposit is estimated based topographic and geological
considerations and from information provided by exploration in Areas
A and B. Reserves of
granular material in AreaC are considered prospective.
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Illustration 15-Confidence Level for Estimates of Granular Reserves
This is amap of ourexampledeposit with two nearby hillsanddemonstratesthe
difference between proven, probable and prospective reserves. For calculating reserves an area
of 50 metres on all sides
of a exposed section, test pit
or drill holeis considered proven.
In Area A [our example deposit from Illustration 111, drill holes are about 100 metres
apart. The 50 metre radius circles drawn around all test sites in this example, demonstrate that
thedeposit is fully testedbythe drillholes. Reserves of granularmaterial are considered
proven.
In AreaB, there are 2 test pits,both of which intersectedgranular material. It is expected
that the rest of the hill contains similar granular material. To determine reserves, the surface
area of the depositis estimated based on studies
of aerial photographs and from topographic and
geological considerations. The thickness and quality of granular material is estimated based on
topographic and geological considerations and from information provided
by the test sites in
areas A and B. The granular reserves in this hill are considered probable. Only the reserves
within 50 metres of the test pits are considered proven.
In Area C, there has been no on-site exploration. Interpretation of aerial photographs
is similarincharacter to AreasAand B and may containgranular
indicatesthatthishill
material. To determine reserves, the surface areaof the deposit is estimated based on studiesof
aerialphotographs and from topographicandgeologicalconsiderations.
The thicknessand
quality of the granular material in the deposit is estimated based topographic and geological
considerations and from information provided by exploration in Areas A and B. Reserves of
granular materialin Area C are considered prospective.
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Illustration 16--Summaryof Reserves of Granular Material in the
ISR
Information on individual granular deposits in the ISR is available in summary format.
This example is from a seriesof reports titled "Inuvialuit Settlement Sand and Gravel Inventory
andRecommendations for Development" [EBA, 19873 andincludes:locationandaccess,
topographic and geological setting, amount of exploration, development constraints, type and
amount of granular material, type and amount
of overburden, type and amount
of ice.
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8.0 BORROW PIT OPERATIONS

I

8.1 Introduction

P
1
1

Extracting granular material in cold northern areas is difficult and expensive. This is
primarily because the ground is frozen and granular deposits commonly contain large volumes
of ice. Logistical and environmental problems associated with borrow pit operations are largely
dependent on the moisturecontent of the sediments, the amount of buried ice, the depth of thaw
[Illustration 171 and the season whenthe work is conducted.

Some oftheproblemsassociatedwithoperatingborrowpitsinpermanentlyfrozen
ground are discussed in "Environmental Guidelines Pits and Quarries'' [MacLaren Plansearch,
19891. In reports on individual deposits there are suggestions as to how they can be developed
withminimalenvironmentaldisruption,Borrowpitdevelopment
is discussedbrieflyinthis
section and demonstrated in Illustration
18.
8.2 Winter Development
If there is not an all weather road to the deposit, extraction of the granular material is
commonly conducted in winter when the site can be accessed by winter road. Building new
roads or docking facilitiesfor transporting aggregate in the summeris expensive and uses some
of the aggregate. Where possible, winter roads
are built on frozen waterbodies to minimize costs
and environmental impact. The working season is often limited to
a few weeks in late winter
and must be completed while the winter road
is strong enough to support hauling equipment.
Granular deposits are developed in stages. Any organics and overburden overlying the
granular material are bulldozed off and carefully stockpiled so that they can be replaced at
surfacewhen the deposit is abandoned, The granularmaterial is broken up by a bulldozer
equipped with a ripper, pushed into stockpiles, loadedinto trucks and hauled to the community.
a
Forwinteroperations,extractingfrozenoverburdenandgranularmaterialwith
moisture content over10%is slow, difficult and expensive. Moisture content of overburden
and
granular material in the ISR is commonly less than 10% in areas near surface that thaw each
summer[theactivelayer],butexceeds
10% inpermanentlyfrozenground[permafrost].
Consequently,thethicknessofmaterialthatcanbeeconomicallyextractedinonewinter
working season is often limited to the depth
of summer thaw [less than0.6 metres where thereis
a continuous coverof organics, and 1 to 2 metres where granular materialis exposed at surface].
For this reason, deposits are commonly stripped of their organic cover and left exposed during
the summer to permit the granular material to thaw and drain. In this manner, moisture content
and ice bonding is reduced sufficiently that 1 to 2 metres of granular material can be extracted
the following winter.

Where massive ice or sediments with a high moisture content are exposed by borrow pit
operations, large volumes of water will be released during the summer thaw. Drainage control
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measures may be required to avoid environmental damageor flooding of the pit surface, which
could complicate access to the remaining granular material the following winter.

8.3 Summer Development
If there is an all-weather road to the deposit, borrow pit operations can be conducted in
the summer. As in winter operations, organics and overburdenare bulldozed off the surface and
stockpiled such that they canbe replaced when the deposit is abandoned. The granular material
is bulldozed into stockpiles and hauled to the community. Extracting granular material in the
summer is sometimes easier because the working surface is not frozen. Unfrozen material is
stripped back, permitting thawof previously buried and frozen granular material. In this manner
it is possible to extract several meters thickness
of material in one season.

Where the granular material
has a high moisture content or buried massive ice is exposed
to thaw, extensive drainage control systems may be required to keep the working surface
free of
water. Drainage ditches are commonly used to direct water from the pit
surface to a lower level

buttheseditchescanbedifficulttomaintain
as buriedicemelts.Wherewatercannot
be
directedawayfromtheworkingsurface,
it mayprovedifficulttouseheavyearthmoving
equipment inthe borrow pitand the moisture content in the granular material may be higher than
desirable.

At some deposits, where there
is no all-weather road, the granular materials
are extracted
and stockpiled duringthe summer and then hauled to the community
on ice road during the
winter. If moisture contentof the stockpiled granular materialis over 5%, freezing of this
stockpile may makeit difficult toreclaim in the winter.
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Illustration 17-Depth of Summer Thaw
With the exception of a thin layer at surface thatthaws each summer, ground in the ISR
is permanently frozen. Depthof summer thaw is generally 1 to 2 metres wheregranular material
is exposed at surface and less than 0.6 metres where there is a cover of organics to provide
land surfaceandpermafrost[permanently frozen ground] that
insulation. The zone between
thaws eachsummer is called the active layer.
Extracting frozen overburden and granular material with a moisture content over 10% is
diffkult. Moisture contentis generally lower andgranular material easier to extractin the active
layer of well drained granular deposits than in permanently frozen ground or poorly drained
areas because some of the wateris released during the summer thaw.

Illustration 18--BorrowPit Development
This series of diagrams shows development our
at example borrow pit.This is simplified
showing only three stages. In most deposits, only a part of the borrow pit would be worked at
one time and development would extend over several years.

Stage 1 Organics and overburden are removed from the areas to be developed. This provides
access to, and permits thaw of, the underlying granular material. Fine grained sediments, such
as silt, are commonlyfrozensolid[hardbonded]anddifficulttoremove.
For this reason,
removing the thick overburden cover on the
east side of the deposit to access the underlying
granularmaterial is economicallyimpractical. A narrowridge of undisturbedorganicsand
granular material is left on the west side of the deposit to providea protective barrier between
the lake and the borrow pit.
Stage 2 Areas where the granular material is loosely bonded and easily extracted [where there
was no organic cover prior to development] are exploited first. In other parts of the deposit, the
frozen granular material has a higher moisture content and is more difficult to extract [hard
bonded]
Stage 3 Extraction of the granular material progresses in stages. If material is to be extracted
during the winter, areas stripped of organics are commonly left exposed during the summer to
permit the granularmaterial to thaw and drain to reduce moisture contentand îce bonding. The
following winter, 1 to 2 metres thickness of material at surface is more loosely bonded and can
be extracted. If the borrow pitis worked during the summer, extraction of granular material can
progress several metres in one season as unfrozen material is stripped back exposing frozen
ground to thaw. The borrow pit is permanently abandoned when all of the extractable granular
material hasbeen removed [see Illustration20 Stage X].
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9.0 REHABILITATING ABANDONED BORROW PITS

9.1 Introduction
Many of the abandoned borrow pitsin the ISR are visually unattractive because they lack
vegetation, have steep slopes not
in keeping with the natural landscape
and are markedby
irregular water filled depressions. Steep slopes were leftthe
onmargins of some pits when they
were abandoned and depressions formedas buried ice melted. Vegetationis generally very slow
to redevelopbecausethere
is insufficient organicmaterialatsurface
to supportgrowth.
Examples of abandoned borrow pitsare shown in Illustration19.
Thevisualappearanceofborrowpitscan
be improved with humanassistance.
Rehabilitation measures are discussed in "Reclamation Guidelines for Northern Canada" [Hardy
BBT Limited, 19871 and "Environmental Guidelines Pits and Quarries" [Machen Plansearch,
19891. In reports on specific granular deposits in the ISR, there are generally suggestions as to
how the deposit can be worked to minimize environmental damageand how it can be restored
when it is abandoned. It is not the objective of this manual to reproduce these works but some
rehabilitation measuresare discussed in this section and depicted
in Illustration 20.
9.2 Recontouring Abandoned Borrow Pits
It is recommended in "Environmental Guidelines Pits and Quarries" that borrow pitsbe
recontoured so thatnoslopes are greaterthan 2 to 1 [twohorizontal to onevertical].The
objective is to leave the borrow pit with slopes that are in keeping with the natural landscape,
controldrainageandminimizeerosion.Thiscan
be accomplishedwhereburiedice
is not
exposed to thaw.Whereburiedice
is exposed to thaw,anyrecontouringeffortscould
potentially expose more buried ice, initiate more thaw induced collapse, and lengthen the time
required for slopes to stabilize. For this reason, where thereis buried ice near surface,it may be
advisable to permit some steepslopes to stabilizenaturallyratherthanattemptextensive
recontouring.

9.3 Revegetation of Abandoned Borrow Pits
Healthy vegetation cover improves the visual appearanceof abandoned borrow pits and
helps to stabilize slopes and insulate buriedice from thaw. However, re-establishing vegetation
growth in abandoned borrow pits in cold northern regions
is a very slow process. Where organic
material has been replaced it may take several yearsfor vegetation to re-establish. Where there
is no organic material at surface it may take decades for vegetation to re-establish.. It may be
possible to assist vegetation growth by fertilizing andreseeding.Revegetationmeasures
are
discussed in "Reclamation Guidelines for Northern Canada" [Hardy
BBT Limited, 19871.
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9.4 Storage and Replacement of Organic Material
The natural organic cover at surface in the ISR has taken up to 13,000 years to develop
[see section 2.3]. This is a rare and valuable resource, critical for the rehabilitation of
abandoned borrow pits. Replacing the organic material after borrow pit abandonment can
significantly reduce depth of thaw and provide nutrients and native seed for vegetation regrowth.
It is recommended ["Reclamation Guidelines for Northern Canada" and "Environmental
Guidelines Pits and Quarries"] that organics cleared from surface during borrow pit operations
be stockpiled and later replaced when work is completed. This is not always done at borrow pits
in the ISR. Stockpiling organics for future replacement is difficult. The natural organic cover at
most granular deposits in the region is thin and organics stockpiled for several years may lose
part of their volume due to wind erosion. Furthermore, borrow pit operations are often
conducted in the winter when the materials are frozen and it is difficult to separate organics from
the underlying material. In practice, the material available after abandonment may be a frozen
mix of overburden, gravel, and organics that can provide only a thin and discontinuous coverage
to the borrow pit surface. In many cases in the ISR, organic material has been pushed off the
edge of the deposit and not replaced to assist vegetation growth in the pit.
It would be possible to provide a more successful rehabilitation of abandoned borrow pits
if the organics are carefully stockpiled and replaced. A few suggestions for handling organic
material are listed below:
•

Organics and fine grained overburden should be stockpiled separately. If the
organics and overburden are both thin and it is impractical to separate them,
they could be stockpiled together and used as organics.

•

Where practical, the borrow pit should be worked in sections and the organic
cover replaced as soon as any section is abandoned. Minimizing the length of
time organics are stockpiled will reduce coagulation of organics due to
repeated thawing and freezing. Minimizing the length of time the pit is
uncovered will help to minimize melt of buried ice and accelerate recovery of
vegetation.

•

Securing fabric covers or straw over stockpiles and on organics recently
replaced on the abandoned pit surface may help reduce loss of organics from
wind erosion and may also help to stabilize new vegitation growth.
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Illustration 20--Borrow Pit Rehabilitation

This series of diagrams shows some of the stages in rehabilitating our example borrow
pit. This is an idealized example and these measures may not be required or practical in all
cases.
Stage 1 The abandoned borrow pitis recontoured to leave slopes that are stable and in keeping
the base of the pit. Where required, dams are
with the natural landscape. Drainage is directed to

constructed to prevent pit drainage from entering natural waterbodies.
Stage 2 Fine grained overburden previously removed from the pit surface [Illustration
18, Stage
11 is spread in the baseof the pit, In this example, mostof the overburden is placed
over the east

side of the pit to prevent buried ice in this area from melting.
Stage 3 Organics previously removed fromthe pit surface are spreadon the base and slopes of
on the west side of the
the borrow pit. Organics and fine grained sediments are not placed
abandoned pit where buried ice is too closeto surface to be protected from thaw. It is expected
that this ice will melt, causing the floor
pit to collapse and flood.
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10.0 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
10.1 Introduction
The land in the ISR is very fragile and slow to heal. Where the organic cover has been
damaged or removed, it may take years for vegetation to re-establish. Where buried ice is
exposed to melting temperatures, depressions in the land surface will form. Water released by
melting of buried ice can enter natural waterbodies
and damage fish stacks or other aquatic life.
Some of the environmental problems associated with borrow pit operations
are discussed below.

10.2 Damage to the Organic Cover
Throughout most of the ISR the organic cover is thin and very easily damaged.
This
cover is particularly fragile in the summer when the surface is wet. Even in winter organics can
be damagedby heavy equipment.

Destruction of the organic coverin the borrow pit is unavoidable, butit is important that
measures be taken to avoid unnecessary damage outside of the borrow pit. Overland winter
access roads should be built up with snow and ice to protect the organics.
To minimize damage
around the margins of the borrow pit, snow clearing operations should not be extended beyond
the limits of the borrow pit, and, where practical, overburden should be stored within
the borrow
pit. Storage and replacement of organic material is discussed in Section
9.4
10.3 Melt of Buried Ice

Buried ice occurs throughout the permanently frozen ground [permafrost] in the
ISR.
This ice is commonly several metres thick and deep depressions form where it is exposed to
thaw [Illustration21]. Once thaw of buried iceis started, it can be very difficult to stop. Growth
of thaw induced depressions stops only when all the ice has melted or when there is sufficient
cover over the ice to insulatefrom
it warm surface temperatures.
Throughout the ISR, there are natural ponds formed by melting of buried ice. In some
cases,theformation of newponds due to themelting of iceexposedduringborrowpit
operations may be consideredacceptable.However,
it isimportantthatpre-development
exploration be extensive enough to determine the extent and location buried
of
ice so that thaw
induced disturbances to the land surface can be minimized.
10.4 Drainage from Borrow Pits

Largevolumesofwatercan
be releasedwhenicerichsediments
or massive ice is
exposed to thaw. The introduction of meltwater into a natural waterbody can cause damage to
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fish stocks and other aquatic lifeif this water hasa different temperature, chemistryor sediment
content from that in the natural waterbody.

To minimize potential for anydamagetoaquaticlife,
it is generallyrecommended
[Environmental Guidelines Pits and Quarries] that a borrow pit be at least 30 meters from any
natural waterbody [Illustration 223, It is also recommended that pits be contoured and dikes
constructed to control meltwater runoff,
The introduction of small volumes of water from
a
borrowpitintoawaterbodythatisnot
a valuablelocalresourcemayinsomecases
be
acceptable. The sudden introduction of large volumes of pit drainage into a s t r e a m or lake that
is considered to bean impartant local resource, should not be permitted.
The typeand extent of measures required to control meltwater runoff
is dependent on the
amount of water released and on any thaw induced changes to the land surface. Therefore, it is
critical that pre-development exploration be extensive enough to determine the location and
extent of buried ice so that suitable drainage control measures be
canimplemented.
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. Illustration

21-Melt of Buried Ice and Formation of Thaw Ponds

This series of diagrams shows the development of a thaw pond in our example borrow pit
as buried ice melts. It may take several years for the ice to melt and the pit floor
to stabilize.
Stage 1 After restoration, the depth of summer thaw is less than

0.6 metres in undisturbed
terrain, approximately 1 metre where fine grained overburden and organics have been replaced,
and 1 to 2 metres where the organics have notbeen replaced. Buried ice under the west side of
the borrow pit is exposed to melting temperatures during the summer,
Stage 2 The buried ice melts and land surface collapses forming
a water filled depression [thaw
pond]. Fine grained sand that was overlying theice now lines the bottom of the pond. Depth of
thaw is now 1 to 2 metres below the baseof the pond and the remaining ice is exposed to thaw.

Stage 3 The remaining ice under the pond melts forming a deeper thaw pond. All of the ice
of the pond is stable. In this example,
ice on the margins
under the pond has melted and the base
of the pond is exposed to thaw and the surface area of the pond may expand as this ice melts.
Growth of the pond will stop when there is sufficient cover, due
to slumping of fine sand on the
margins of the pond, to insulate this
ice from thaw.
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Illustration 22--Plan MaP of
' the Abandoned Borrow Pit
This map shows conditions at our example borrow pit after it has been abandoned for
several years. There a thaw pond on the west side
of the pit where buried ice melted, The
undisturbed buffer between the lake and the borrow pit provides
a barrier to protect the lake
from pit drainage that could damage fish stocks or other aquatic life. In this example, it was
considered prudent to leave more than the minimum acceptable 30 meter buffer because large
volumes of water wereexpected to be releasedby melt of buried ice. This ridge also provides a
visual barrier between the lake and the pit. Less than 5% of the granular material available in
the depositwas left in the abandoned borrow pit in order to provide this protective buffer.
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11.0 MONITORING BORROW PIT OPERATIONS
11.1Introduction
To properly manage borrow pit development and restoration,
it is critical that these
operations be carefullymonitored.Monitoring
of borrow pitoperationsisdiscussedin
"Reclamation
Guidelines
for
Northern Canada"[Hardy
BBT, 19871 and somegeneral
suggestions are presentedin this section of the manual,

11,2 Summer Site Visit Prior toBorrow Pit Development
Borrowpitoperations
are sometimesextendedinto
areas that are notsuitablefor
development, For this m o n it is critical that amas selected for developmentare staked out on
the ground before new parts of the pit are opened. Areas where development is unsuitable for
economic or environmental reasons should be clearly marked. Areas where organics are to be
stored or replaced should
also be clearly marked.

11.3 Site Visit During Borrow Pit Operations
The borrow pit should be visually inspected during operations to check that the deposit is
being developed in a manner to to maximize recoveries and minimize environmental damage.
Some suggestionsare summarized below.
0

Where a winter access road is being used, check that there is a suitable cover
of snow andice on the road to protect the underlying vegetation
Insure that borrow pit operations are not extend into areas that are considered
unsuitable for development.
Insurethatoverburdenandorganics
are beingproperlystockpiled
and/or
replaced.
Insure that the granular material is being fully extracted and that grade
and
reserves ace up to expectations.
Determine if ice has been exposed by the borrow pit operations. Large areas
of exposed massive ice should
be clearly marked.
Insure that, where required, the pit surface is sloped and dikes constructed to
control drainage.

11.4 Late Summer Site Visit
Active and recently abandoned borrow pits should be checked late in the thaw season to
insurethat
the environmentalsafeguards are providingsuitableprotection.Dikes
and
undisturbedmarginsdesigned to containpitdrainageshouldbecheckedtoinsuretheyare
functioning properly. The rate at which any wateris escaping from the pit should be monitored.
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Landsurfaceshould
be checkedforanychangesthatmayreflectmelting
of buriedice.
Vegetation growth on abandoned pit surfaces should be monitored. Some possible studies that
could be undertaken include,:

Water Quality Studies
Drainage from a borrow pit can damage fish stocks and other aquatic life
in natural water bodies. This occurs primarily because water in a borrow pit
commonly has a different sediment content, chemistry and/or temperature than
adjacent natural waterbodies. Water samples from the borrow pit and adjacent
naturalwaterbodiescan
be obtainedandsubmittedforlaboratorytestingto
determine if thereare significant differences.
Water Depth Determinations
Thaw ponds formed in the base of the borrow pit can be probed from a
small boat during the summer, or by auguring through the
ice in the winter to
measure water depth. This can help to determine the amount of buried ice that
has melted. Where such measurements are made over a period of years it can
determine if the pondhas stabilized, This will also help to determine if the pond
will remain unfrozen at its base during the winter, Depthof annual thaw may be
greater in deep ponds that do freeze
not completely during the winter.
Active Layer Determinations
Measuring thedepth from surface to frozen ground at theend of the
summer will indicate how deepthe thaw has penetrated and can help to determine
ifburied ice is beingexposedtomeltingtemperatures.
To measuredepth of
thaw, a graduatedsteelprobeismanuallyforcedintotheground.Therod
generally penetrates unfrozen sediments but not
frozen sediments. This survey
provides a good simple determinationof the thicknessof the active layer.
Level Surveys
Areas where there is potential for environmental problems due to thaw
induced collapseof the land surface should be monitored to determine the extent
of any surface disturbances.This can be accomplished by establishing permanent
markers on stable ground,
and measuring any horizontalor vertical changes in the
land surface relative to these stable markers during the summer
or from one year
to the next.

Storage and Replacement of Organics
Experimental studies could be initiated to develop improved methods for
storing and replacing organic material removed from the borrow pit.
Revegetation Studies
Experimentalplots 'could be establishedinabandonedborrowpits
develop improved methods for reestablishing vegetation growth.
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12.0 DEFINITIONS OF TERMS

Absorption
See water absorption test.
Active Layer
The ground atsurface [above permanentlyfrozen ground] that freezes each winter and
thaws each summer.
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I
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Aggregate
A general krm for crushed rock or sand and gravel used for construction purposes. For
reports on granular deposits in
the ISR it commonlyrefers to crushed rock, or sand and gravel
used in the manufacture
of concrete, mortaror asphalt.
Alkali-aggregate reactivity test
A laboratory test used to determine how granular materialperform
will if used as
concrete aggregate. It indicates potential for adverse chemical reaction between the granular
material and cement that can cause deterioration
of the concrete.
Alluvial fan
A low relatively flat to gently sloping
mass of sediments shaped likean open fan or
segment of a cone deposited bya stream where itflows from a narrow valley ontoa plain or
broad valley.
Beach
A deposit of sedimentsfornecl by wave actionat the shoreof a lake or ocean. An
abandoned beach formed at the edgeaof
lake thatis now dry or at the edge of the
Ocean when
sea level was higher than it is today is called
a raised beach. Some granular deposits in the
ISR
are in beaches.

Bedded
See stratified.
Berm
For reports on granular deposits in ISR
the the term berm is commonly used torefer to a
man-made ridge built to contain
or control the flowof water froma borrow pit,

Borrow pit
A pit excavated to extract natural material, such as sand
or gravel, for construction
purposes.
Bulk specific gravity test
A laboratory test used to determine
how granular material willperform if used as
concrete aggregate. Specific gravityis a ratio of density [massper unit volume] relativeta
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water. Granular material with a relatively low specific gravity [relatively light] maybenot
suitable for uses suchas concrete and riprap.

Concrete Aggregate
Granular material used in the making concrete.
To be of suitable quality, granular
material must be well graded, have a low fines content, low moisture content, and
lowmeet
PN
certain standards as determined
by concrete aggregate suitabilitytests.
Concrete Aggregate Suitability Tests
A set of tests, the results of which taken together are used
to determine the suitabilityof
granular materialfor making concrete,
Cross-Section
This is
A drawingof a sideview of a vertical slice through a granular deposit.
commonly prepared from the data provided at test pits, natural exposures and drill holes.

CSA Standards
In reports on granular deposits in
the ISR this generally refersto test specifications of the
Canadian Standards Association
for testing of concrete aggregate and soils.
Delta
A flat deposit of sediments formedat the mouthof a river whereit enters a lakeor sea.

End moraine
A ridge of sediments, commonly sand and gravel, formed at the of
edge
a glacier,

Esker
A long, narrow, winding ridge composed
of stratified sand and gravel. Eskersare
deposited by meltwater streams flowing in or ona melting glacier and left behind when the ice
melts. Some granular deposits in the
ISR are in eskers

Excess ice
A frozen sample of sediment that releases water when thawed
is said to contain excess
ice.

Felsenmeer
An accumulation of angular rock fragments withno cliff or ledge above asan apparent
source. Felsenmeer is commonly formed byfrost action forcing up fragments
of the underlying
bedrock.

Fill
Man-made deposits of natural materials, such as sand and gravel
or crushed bedrock,
used to fill an enclosed spaceor raise land level.
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Fines

Silt and claysized soil particles {particles less than
0.003 inches [0.075 millimetres] } .

Flood plain
Relatively flat land adjacent toa river channel which is covered by water when the river
overflows its banks. Itis built of material deposited by the river during floods.A river valley
may have one ormore terraces representing abandonedor inactive flood plains.
Friable
See poorly bonded.

Frost susceptible soils
Soils which hold waterare susceptible to frost heave dueto ice-segregation. Soils with a
high fines contentare generally frost susceptible.
Glacial deposit
See glacial drift.
Glacial drift
A general term far rock materials [sand, silt, clay, gravel and boulders] transportedaby
glacier and deposited directly by the or
iceby meltwater streams flowing from the glacier.
Glacier
A large icemass, formed by compaction and recrystallizationof snow, which commonly
move slowly downslope or outward
in all directions dueto the stressof it's own weight.
Glaciers commonly carry huge volumes
of crushed rock fragments which
are left behind when
the ice melts. In the ISR, glaciers that covered
the area for thousands of years melted about 10
thousand years ago.
Glaciofluvial
Refers tothe deposits and landforms producedby meltwater streams flowing in, on,
under, or from a melting glacier,
Glaciofluvial terrace
See terrace.
Glaciolacustrine
of material carried by meltwater streams
Refers tothe deposits and landforms composed
and deposited in lakes bordering the glacier.
Glaciomarine
Refers to marine sediments that contain glacial material.
Grading characteristics
See grain size analysis.
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Grading curve
A graphic plot showing the results
of grain size analysis.
Grain size
The dimensions [average diameter] of the particlesa in
sediment.
Grain sizeanalysis test
A laboratory test usedto determine how granular material willperform if used for
building structure supporting pads
or for other construction applications.The granular material
is passed througha series of screens to separate it into different size fractions. The
mount of
material in each of the different size ranges is reported as weight
% of the whole sample.The
results are the grading characteristics [grading]
of the granular material.
Granular material
in the ISR, this generally refersto sand and gravel or
In reports on granular deposits
crushed bedrock in which grain sizes range from
0.003 to 8 inches [0.075 to 203 millimetres].
Gravel
Rock or mineral grains with diametres between
0.16 and 3 inches [4.75 to 75
millimetres]. In reports on granular depositsin the ISR, sands and gravels
are defined as less
than 50% fines by weight. If the course partof the sample[part courser than fines] ismore than
half gravel sized particles the material is called gravel, ifcome
the fraction ismore than half
sand sized particlesit is called sand.

Ground ice
Ice found below surface in permanently
or seasonally frozen ground. This canbe either
remains of the glacier that were buried and have
not melted or ice that formed in-place after the
sand and gravel was deposited. Inthe ISR, granular deposits commonly contain wedges, lenses
or layers of ice called massive îce or ground ice.
Hard bonded
See well bonded.
Ice bonding
Ice in sand and gravel bonds the grains together.
The degree of ice bondingis dependent
on the type and amountof ice and the type of sediment. Sediments may be called poorly bonded
[easy to penetrate]or well bonded [difficult to penetrate].

Ice contact deposit
Glacial sediments depositedin, on, or against melting glacial ice.

Ice content
This refers to theamount of ice in sediments andis reported as volume percent ice by
combined volumeof soil and ice.
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Ice wedge
A wedge shapedbody of ground ice. Ice wedges occuras vertical or inclined sheets of
ice that are thickest at the top. They originate in permanently frozen sediments
by freezing of
water ina narrow crack.

Interstitial
Material filling emptyspaces. In granular deposits in theISR this commonly refersto
ice filling the empty spaces
between grains.
Isopach map
A map showing the thicknessof a geological formation. Thickness at test sites is known.
Assumed thickness between test sites is demonstrated
by lines drawn through pointsof equal
thickness.
ISR
Inuvialuit Settlement Region.

Kame
A hill, mound or short irregular ridge composed ofstratified glacial drift. Kames are
deposited by meltwater streams flowing in, on
or at the marginof melting glacial ice. Their
present topographicform reflects melt ofburied ice. A cluster of kame mounds and ridges
is
called a kame moraine, kame field, kame complex or kame group.
A cluster of kame mounds
and esker ridgesis called a kame-esker complex. An irregular, pitted terrace like ridge
of
stratified sandand gravel depositedbetween the edge ofthe melting glacier and avalley wall
and left standingafter the ice melts is called
a kame terrace. Some of the granular depositsin
the ISR are in kames,

Kame-esker complex
See kame,
Kame terrace
See kame,
Kettle

A topographic depression, commonly steep-sided and bowl shaped, formed
by the
melting of a block of glacial ice that was
buried in glacial deposits, Kettle depressions
commonly occur in glacial outwash, kame fields, kame-esker complexeskame
andterraces.
Lacustrine
Refers to the deposits and landformsformed in or producedby a lake,
Lithology
The mineral composition and physical characteristicsa of
rock.
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Los Angeles Abrasion Test
A laboratory test used to determine how granular materialperform
will if used as
concrete aggregate, To determine how resistantthe granular materialis to physical abrasion,the
gravel fractionis run through a small grindingmill. Results are reported as a% of the gravel
fraction that breaks down into smaller particles.

Massive ice
See ground ice.
Moisture content test
A laboratory testto determine howmuch water is contained in the granular material.
This is done by determining weight losswhen the sampleis dried and is reported as weight
percent moistureby weight of dry sample. In most casesin the ISR, ground temperaturesare
below freezing and the water
is present asice Moisture content tests help
to determine
limitations on useof the granular material and indicates
the potential for difficulties associated
with extracting the granular material.
Moraine
An accumulation of unsorted, unstratified glacialdrift transported and deposited
primarily by direct actionof ice.
Natural exposure
A natural vertical cut exposing buried sediments. Exposures commonly occur where
water--along ariver bank or at a beach--has cuta cliff into the sediments
or on a slope where
loose material canbe stripped off to expose buried sediments. In the ISR, natural exposures
present an opportunity to evaluate subsurface conditions without resorting to drilling
or testpitting.
Organic impurities test
A laboratory test to detect the presence
of organic material. Granular material that
contains organics, such as peat or other fine woody material,
may not be suitable for use as
concrete aggregate.
Organic material
Living vegetation suchas moss and shrubs,and decaying vegetation suchas peat.
Organic materialforms a thin cover at surface throughout most
of the ISR.
Outwash
Stratified drift deposited in frontorof,
beyond the edgeof a glacier by meltwater
streams,
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Overburden
In reports on granular deposits
in the ISR, this generally refersto the uneconomic
organics andfine grained sediments that overliea granular deposit and must
be removed
to access thesand and gravel.
Permafrost
Buried soil, sediments or
bedrock in which the temperature remains below freezing
for
two years or more. In the ISR, ground is frozen to a depth of over 300 metres and only the
upper 0.2 to 2 metres thaws during the summer.
Petrographic Analysis
A laboratory test todetemine the rock types in a granular depositand evaluate their
impact on potential usesof the granular material. The pebbles are visually evaluated and the
rock types classified accordingto their resistance to physical abrasion and chemical attack. The
results are reported as the petrographic number
[PN] for the sample. The higherthe PN the
poorer the quality of the granular material,

Petrographic Number
See petrographic analysis.
Plasticity
A measure of the character
of fine grained sediments. It is the difference between the
plastic limit [the moisture content when the material is wet enough
formed
to be
into a thin
thread] and the liquid limit[the moisture content when the materialis wet enough toflow].

PN
See petrographic analysis.

Poorly Bonded
Frozen organicsor sediments thatare easily broken up and extracted are called poorly
bonded or friable.

Poorly graded
An unconsolidated sediment that does not have
a continuous distribution of particles
from coarse to fine or is mostly one grain size. Pads constructed of poorly graded material
may shift or compact because spacesbetween grains are not filled.See well graded.

Post-glacial
Refers to the time interval from when the glaciers melted to the present. Sediments
deposited duringthis time period are called post-glacial deposits.
Probable reserves
Reserves of granular material are consideredto be probable if their distribution,
thickness and quality is inferred on the
bases of both direct [drill holes, test pits and/or
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exposed sections] and indirect evidence [topographic setting and landform
characteristics].

Prospective reserves
Reserves of granular material
are considered tobe prospective if their distribution,
thickness and quality is inferred
from indirect evidence suchas aerial photographic interpretation
[topographic settingand landform characteristics] and general geological considerations,
Proven reserves
Reserves of granular materialare considered to be proven if their distribution,
thickness and quality has been tested by ground
truth information such as drilling, test
pitting and/orexposed sections.
Raised beach
See beach deposit.
Riprap
A layer of coarse fragments of broken
rock artificially placedto prevent shoreline
erosion. This term is also commonly used to refer to the rock suitable for use as riprap,

Sand
Rock or mineral grains with diametres between
0.003 and 0.16 inches [0.075 to 4.75
millimetres]. In reports on granular deposits in the
ISR, sands and gravelsare defined as less
than 50% fines by weight. If the course partof the sample [part courser than fines] is more than
half gravel sized particles the material is called gravel,
if the come fraction is morethan half
sand sized particlesit is called sand.

Sediment
Material that originates from weathering of rocks forms
and in layers at theEarth's
surface [for example sand, gravel,
or mud].
Soil
In reports on granular depositsin the ISR, the term soilis commonly used to refer to all
loose material above the bedrock.The term soil is, in some situations, used to refer specifically
to the organic material at surface capable of supporting plant growth.

Sorting
The process by which sedimentary particles having some particular characteristic [such
as similarity of size shape or specific gravity] are naturally selected and separated from
associated but dissimilarparticles by agents of transportation, suchas the actionof running
water. A sediment that consists primarily of particles of approximately the same size
is called
sorted or wellsorted. A sediment that consistsof particles of many sizes mixed together inan
unsystematic manneris called unsorted or poorly sorted
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Specific Gravity
See bulk specific gravity,
Stratified
Formed, arranged, or laid down in layers.
Stratified drift
Sorted and layered glacial sediments deposited by a meltwater
stream or settled from
suspension in a bodyof quiet water adjoining the glacier,
Sulphate Soundnesstest
A laboratory test used to determine how granular materialperfom
will if used as
concrete aggregate. To determine how resistant thegranular material is to weathering the
gravel fractionis placed in a sulphate solution. Results are reportedas the 96 of the
sample broken downby the sulphate solution.
Talus
Broken rock fragments derivedfrom, and lying at, the base of a cliffor steep rocky
slope.

Test pits
Pit excavated, by shovel or bulldozer, to evaluate buried sediments. They
are generally

excavated duringthe summer when the surface material has thawed,

Terrace
A long, narrow, relatively level area bounded on one side by
steeper
a descending slope
and along the other by a steeper ascending slope,. The term is commonly applied
to a steplike
ledge of unconsolidated material breaking the continuity
of a slope. Where a relatively small
section of terrace is separated by erosion from themain terrace it is called a terrace remnant.
Some granular deposits in theISR are in terraces.
Terrace remnant
See terrace.
Thaw pond
See thennokarst pond.

Thermokarst depression
Topographic depressionformed by collapse of the land surfaceas a resultof local
melting of buried icein a permafrost region,
Thermokarst pond
Water filled thennokarst depression.
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Till
a glacier with no
Unsorted and unstratified material deposited directly by and underneath
reworking by meltwater. It is commonly amix of material from large bouldersto fine silt and
clay.

Tundra
A treeless, level,or gently undulating plain characteristic
of arctic and subarctic regions.
Commonly marshy and underlain by permafrost.
Water Absorption Test
A laboratory test used to determine how granular materialperform
will if used as
concrete aggregate. The sampleis immersed in water and the moisture absorbed reported
as %
of dry weight. Granular material that absorbs relatively large amounts
of moisture is susceptible
to freeze-thaw degradation.

Well bonded
Frozen overburden or granular materialthat is difficult to break up or penetrate
due to ice
bonding is called well bondedor hard bonded.

Well graded
An unconsolidated sediment with a continuous distribution
of grain sizes fromcome
gravel to fine sand. Pads constructed of well graded materialare stable and will supportheavy
structures because smaller particles
fill the spaces between larger particles minimizing any
potential for the pad to shift or compact.
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